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CBT therapy is an effective, evidence-based method to manage your depression.Defeat depression
in 10-actions with CBT-focused exercises from the Depression Comfort Workbook. In the
Melancholy Comfort Workbook, Dr. Simon Rego, a professor and professional in CBT therapy with
over 20 years of experience treating depression, teams up with mental health advocate and CEO
of Stigma Fighters, Sarah Fader, to break CBT therapy into an easy-to-follow customized plan to
help you heal from unhappiness. Offering guidance and support, the Depressive disorder Relief
Workbook offers you a useful and straightforward 10-step strategy to fight depression and keep it
from coming back., Co-Author of Overcoming Melancholy One Step at a Time Fader have used the
very best of what years of research on scientific treatment of depression provides and developed
an available self-help program that will be useful not merely to individuals experiencing despair, but
also by practitioners searching for a helpful scientific supplement for their clients. Rego and
Ms.”?Christopher R. Martell, Ph.D.Inside the Depression Relief Workbook you’ll find:A Personal
Program providing guidance and comfort for anyone suffering from mild to moderate depression, for
use on their own, or in tandem with a more substantial therapy programA 10-Step Strategy to Get
Better applying the most effective tools of CBT therapy to understand, identify, and break negative
thought patternsLife Changing Exercises assisting you define, combat, and overcome depression
through activities, worksheets, questionnaires, and opportunities for reflection“In The 10-Step
Depression Relief Workbook, Dr.
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I Was Able to Write This Review Because of This Workbook I hate writing reviews. They're so much
work, and they always turn out terribly. I would recommend it to anyone individually dealing with
depression and also anyone who loves, lives with, or works with people looking for tangible,
measurable approaches for improving one’s approach to life’s problems.It encourages you to write
out your thoughts, whatever they may be. Simply create them without judgment and appearance
over them afterwards. Consider the thoughts that tell you your head every single day. It's the perfect
health supplement to might work and I am suggesting to my customers that they consider this
book. Now focus on changing those thoughts.Maybe everyone will hate this review. Probably
everyone will like it. Maybe the effect will be somewhere in between. Highly Recommend This
One!So if you wish to accomplish better and feel better, buy this publication and start working
through the it. It's been an excellent overview of cognitive behavior therapy techniques I learned
during my training and also a personally enlightening journey to read and reflect on my own
personal challenges. CBT Work As anyone who has survived serious suicidal depression, I can tell
you from my very own experience that CBT functions to change unfavorable depressive thought
patterns. This workbook is straightforward in its approach, helping you to learn abilities that will serve
you well in your mental wellness recovery. Practical, Useful and Helpful I actually am a clinical
therapist and I own several workbooks. Often my patients find that workbooks are flooded with too
many phrases that it feels overpowering to tackle a reserve. This book differs in that it is wonderfully
structured so that it feels feasible to attempt and complete. I liked how it was broken down into
actions and you can choose which methods you will need or go in order. The reserve asks the
forms of questions that people suffering from depression can still solution and find some hope when
doing so. Notice how many of them are detrimental, putting yourself straight down. The skills are
useful and practical rather than cluttered with jargon and explanations. Good Book! This book offers
deep insight and immediately available tools to start out using immediately. As a nurse practitioner
working in both Family practice and hospice and who in addition has struggled with depression a lot
of my life, I've found this reserve to be an incredible resource. You'll be pleased you did. That is why
I love this book. Simon and Sarah possess created a genuine gem that I think could become
regular reading in the mental health community and you will be a publication I foresee myself
returning to again and again for a long time to come. In the event that you or a loved one is
experiencing depression, this might be the help you’re searching for. For me, I’m getting help, but
am trying to fast track my healing by buying books like this. It would be best for group work, but
not for lone student. Readable and helpful In case you have depression you need to seek help. In
any event I've managed to write it, thanks in part because I am working through some of the
exercises in this phenomenal book. Among the best books on unhappiness that I've browse in a
while. Great Workbook for Depression This is a great work book for those suffering from
Depression. I highly recommend this book! I was presented with this book to review, but this will not
influence my review. Amazing book for anyone dealing with depression, anxiety, or any mental
ailment or, who would like to better understand those that do! most of this stuff I already knew from
preliminary research online. The author defines different therapies to greatly help aid individuals in the
healing up process. Writing exercises are of help The exercises in this reserve are good if you want
to explore your brain more and to write in your journal. Overall, it was an alright read. Please try out
this book Really really helps to take a dynamic role. Explains cope & Publication walks through
exact queries you need to ask yourself to produce a positive change! Perfect tool Perfect device
group activities behavioral health good! Gave it to my friend and she enjoyed to function in it, it helps
her alot. Okay for group work My partner has been identified as having pseudodementia and in this
condition could not utilize this.It’s easy to read, easy to complete workbook and very helpful so



significantly. I really believe that these 10-steps can only just help. function. Excellent book on coping
with depression Encourages the depressed person to take personal responsibility for their feelings,
thoughts and actions. Focus on changing actions to change thoughts and emotions. Your therapist
could use this book for your homework. The workbook format actually helped me to put into action
the steps into my treatment. I don't recommend trying to fight depression without mental help, but
that is an excellent source to use in addition to therapy and medicine. The writing is easy to
understand and relate to, and the exercises are practical and real. From despair to actions to
gratitude, mindfulness and meditation. Very helpful, insightful book! Very Helpful Book About
Depression Great book. Reading this gave me some information regarding depression and how to
deal with it. It's a great book to read in case you have depression.
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